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Modular Hardened Optical Fiber Connector and Assembly Method Thereof

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is being filed on March 5 , 201 9 as a PCT International Patent

Application and claims the benefit of Chinese Patent Application No.

201 8 10 180824.X, filed on March 6 , 201 8 , and claims the benefit of Chinese

Patent Application No. 201 820302402.0, filed on March 6 , 201 8 , the

disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entireties.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present disclosure generally relates the field of optical fiber connectors.

More specifically, the present disclosure relates to a modular hardened optical

fiber connector and an assembly method thereof.

DESCRIPTION OF RELATED ART

Optical fiber communication networks are widely used to transmit audio, video,

data and other signals. In optical fiber communication networks, optical cables

are the main carrier for transmitting signals. Optical fiber connectors are used

to achieve continuation between optical fibers of the optical cables. Optical

fiber connectors allow connecting two optical fibers quickly, and also can be

used for connecting the optical fibers to various active and passive devices.

Various types of optical cables are currently available in the market, such as

flat optical cable, round optical cable, bow-type optical cable and the like.

Different types of optical cables have different dimensions, shapes and

structures, and thereby the applicable optical fiber connectors also have

different dimensions, shapes and structures. The assembly line of optical fiber

connectors is faced with different types of optical fiber connectors, and each

type of optical fiber connector needs a different complicated assembly process,

which not only poses a great challenge to the skills of operators and reduces

the manufacture efficiency, but also needs to redesign and test a new

connector and build a new assembly line when a new type of optical cable is



introduced, thereby prolonging the product development cycle and increasing

the investment cost.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

One of the objects of the present disclosure is to provide a hardened optical

fiber connector and an assembly method thereof that can overcome at least

one shortcomings in the prior art.

According to a first aspect of the present disclosure, a modular hardened

optical fiber connector, comprises: a ferrule stub module which comprises a

pre-installed optical fiber; an optical cable holding module which comprises an

optical drop fiber of an optical drop cable; an optical fiber protection module

which is arranged around a connection portion between the pre-installed optical

fiber and the optical drop fiber; an inner housing module which accommodates

the ferrule stub module, the optical cable holding module, and the optical fiber

protection module therein; and an outer housing module which accommodates

the inner housing module therein.

Preferably, the ferrule stub module comprises a hollow body and a ferrule

arranged in the body, and the pre-installed optical fiber is inserted and bonded

into the central hole of the ferrule and extends from a rear end of the ferrule

out of the ferrule stub module.

Preferably, the optical cable holding module comprises an optical cable holder

for holding an end of the optical drop cable, and a heat shrink sleeve enclosing

a connection portion between the optical cable holder and the optical drop

cable.

Preferably, the optical cable holder is a cylinder with a bottom portion at one

end, which includes an inner chamber for accommodating the end of the optical

drop cable and a hole at the bottom of the cylinder for passing through the

optical drop fiber.

Preferably, a gap between the hole and the optical drop fiber is filled with an

adhesive, so as to fix the optical drop fiber with the optical cable holder.

Preferably, a rear portion of the inner chamber accommodates a sheath of the

optical drop cable, and an adhesive is filled therebetween, so as to fix the

sheath of the optical drop cable with the optical cable holder.



Preferably, the front portion of the inner chamber accommodates

reinforcements of the optical drop cable and an adhesive is filled therebetween,

so as to fix the reinforcements of the optical drop cable with the optical cable

holder.

Preferably, the intermediate portion of the inner chamber is located between

the rear and front portions and accommodates a fiber sheath and/or fiber

sleeve of the optical drop cable and an adhesive is filled therebetween, so as

to fix the fiber sheath and/or fiber sleeve of the optical drop cable with the

optical cable holder.

Preferably, the front portion of the inner chamber accommodates

reinforcements, fiber sheath and/or fiber sleeve of the optical drop cable and

an adhesive is filled therebetween, so as to fix the reinforcements, fiber sheath

and/or fiber sleeve of the optical drop cable with the optical cable holder.

Preferably, an outer surface of the cylinder is provided with a groove to receive

an O-ring, for achieving water-proof sealing between the optical cable holding

module and the outer housing module.

Preferably, the heat shrink sleeve is heated to shrink on the peripheral wall of

the cylinder of the optical cable holder and the sheath of the optical drop cable,

to provide sealing between the optical cable holder and the optical drop cable.

Preferably, the pre-installed optical fiber of the ferrule stub module and the

optical drop fiber of the optical cable holding module are connected together

by means of splicing, mechanical joining or the like.

Preferably, the optical fiber protection module comprises a protective sleeve.

Preferably, the protective sleeve comprises a bonded tube, a reinforcement

and a heat shrink sleeve from inside to outside.

Preferably, the protective sleeve is fixed to a projection at the front end of the

optical cable holding module.

Preferably, the inner housing module includes an upper half shell and a lower

half shell which are fit together.

Preferably, the upper half shell and the lower half shell are internally provided

with a first upper half recess and a first lower half recess for receiving the ferrule

stub module, a second upper half recess and a second lower half recess for

receiving the optical cable holding module, and an upper half slot and a lower

half slot for receiving the optical fiber protection module, respectively.



Preferably, the upper half shell and the lower half shell are connected together

by means of adhesive, snap fit, positive fit or the like.

Preferably, the upper half shell and the lower half shell are connected together

by means of an elastic snap hook and snap recess structure.

Preferably, the upper half shell and the lower half shell have the same

structures.

Preferably, the upper half shell and the lower half shell are provided with ribs

that slightly bulge from the outer surfaces thereof and extend longitudinally

along the outer surfaces.

Preferably, both the longitudinal distance between the closest edges of the first

upper half recess and the second upper half recess of the upper half shell, and

the longitudinal distance between the closest edges of the first lower half

recess and the second lower half recess of the lower half shell are equal to or

smaller than the total length of the pre-installed optical fiber located outside the

ferrule stub module and the optical drop fiber located outside the optical cable

holding module.

Preferably, the outer housing module includes an outer house accommodating

the inner housing module, a nut installed around the outer house onto the outer

house, a shroud in threaded connection with the nut, and a stress relief boot

connected to a rear part of the outer house.

Preferably, a hole is formed at the front part of the outer house; protrusions are

provided at the front parts of the upper half shell and the lower half shell of the

inner housing module; and the hole of the outer house cooperates with the

protrusions of the upper half shell and the lower half shell to fix the inner

housing module to the outer housing module.

Preferably, a first slope portion is provided at the rear part of an inner surface

of the outer house, and second slope portions in contact cooperation with the

first slope portion are provided at rear ends of the upper half shell and the lower

half shell.

Preferably, the nut is configured to connect the outer housing module to an

external network device during use of the hardened optical fiber connector.

Preferably, a front end of the stress relief boot is sleeved on the outer house,

and a rear end thereof is sleeved on the sheath of the optical drop cable, to

protect a connection portion between the outer housing module and the optical



drop cable.

Preferably, the optical drop cable is one of flat optical cable, round optical cable

and bow-type optical cable.

According to another aspect of the present disclosure, a method for assembling

the hardened optical fiber connector comprises: providing a ferrule stub module

comprising a pre-installed optical fiber; providing an optical cable holding

module comprising an optical drop fiber of an optical drop cable; connecting

the pre-installed optical fiber of the ferrule stub module and the optical drop

fiber of the optical cable holding module together; providing an optical fiber

protection module around a connection portion between the pre-installed

optical fiber and the optical drop fiber; placing the ferrule stub module, the

optical fiber protection module and the optical cable holding module into an

inner housing module; and placing the inner housing module into an outer

housing module.

Preferably, the method comprises, in the step of providing an optical cable

holding module, inserting an end of the drop cable into an inner chamber of an

optical cable holder of the optical cable holding module.

Preferably, a gap between a hole of the optical cable holder and the optical

drop fiber is filled with an adhesive, so as to fix the optical drop fiber with the

optical cable holder.

Preferably, a rear portion of the inner chamber accommodates a sheath of the

optical drop cable, and an adhesive is filled therebetween, so as to fix the

sheath of the optical drop cable with the optical cable holder.

Preferably, a front portion of the inner chamber accommodates reinforcements

of the optical drop cable and an adhesive is filled therebetween, so as to fix the

reinforcements of the optical drop cable with the optical cable holder.

Preferably, an intermediate portion of the inner chamber accommodates a fiber

sheath and/or fiber sleeve of the optical drop cable and an adhesive is filled

therebetween, so as to fix the fiber sheath and/or fiber sleeve of the optical

drop cable with the optical cable holder.

Preferably, a front portion of the inner chamber accommodates reinforcements,

fiber sheath and/or fiber sleeve of the optical drop cable and an adhesive is

filled therebetween, so as to fix the reinforcements, fiber sheath and/or fiber

sleeve of the optical drop cable with the optical cable holder.



Preferably, the method comprises, in the step of providing an optical fiber

protection module around a connection portion between the pre-installed

optical fiber and the optical drop fiber, fixing the optical fiber protection module

to a projection at the front end of the optical cable holder of the optical cable

holding module.

Preferably, the method comprises, in the step of placing the ferrule stub

module, the optical fiber protection module and the optical cable holding

module into the inner housing module, placing the ferrule stub module, the

optical fiber protection module and the optical cable holding module into a lower

half shell of the inner housing module, and fitting an upper half shell to the

lower half shell.

Preferably, the method comprises placing the ferrule stub module, the optical

fiber protection module and the optical cable holding module into a first lower

half recess, a lower half slot and a second lower recess within the lower half

shell of the inner housing module, respectively.

Preferably, the method comprises aligning guide pins and guide holes of the

upper half shell and the lower half shell, and snapping an elastic snap hooks

to snap recesses, thereby fitting the upper half shell and the lower half shell

together.

Preferably, the method comprises, in the step of placing the inner housing

module into the outer housing module, pushing the outer housing module onto

the inner housing module, until protrusions on outer surfaces of the upper half

shell and the lower half shell of the inner housing module are caught into holes

in the outer house of the outer housing module.

Preferably, the method comprises, after the step of providing the optical fiber

protection module around the connection portion between the pre-installed

optical fiber and the optical drop fiber, and before the step of placing the ferrule

stub module, the optical fiber protection module and the optical cable holding

module into the inner housing module, selecting the inner housing module from

those of different specifications.

Preferably, the method comprises measuring the total length of the pre-

installed optical fiber located outside the ferrule stub module and the optical

drop fiber located outside the optical cable holding module, and selecting the

inner housing module such that the longitudinal distance between closest



edges of a first lower half recess and a second lower half recess of the inner

housing module is equal to or smaller than and closest to the total length.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Various aspects of the present disclosure will be better understood after

reading the particular embodiments in conjunction with the accompanying

drawings, in which:

Figs. 1a and 1b are an assembled perspective view and an exploded

perspective view of a hardened optical fiber connector according to a first

embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figs. 2a and 2b are an assembled perspective view and an exploded

perspective view of a ferrule stub module of the hardened optical fiber

connector according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 3 is a sectional view of the ferrule stub module of the hardened optical fiber

connector according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 4 is a perspective view of an optical cable for the hardened optical fiber

connector according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figs. 5a and 5b are a longitudinal sectional view and a transverse sectional

view of the optical cable for the hardened optical fiber connector according to

the first embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 6 is a perspective view of an optical cable holding module of the hardened

optical fiber connector according to the first embodiment of the present

disclosure;

Fig. 7 is a sectional view of the optical cable holding module of the hardened

optical fiber connector according to the first embodiment of the present

disclosure;

Fig. 8 is a perspective view of a protective sleeve of the hardened optical fiber

connector according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure which is

mounted on the spliced portion of the pre-installed optical fiber of the ferrule

stub module and the optical drop fiber of the optical cable holding module;

Fig. 9 is a sectional view of the protective sleeve of the hardened optical fiber

connector according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure which is

mounted on the spliced portion of the pre-installed optical fiber of the ferrule

stub module and the optical drop fiber of the optical cable holding module;



Fig. 10 is a perspective view of an inner housing module of the hardened optical

fiber connector according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figs. 11a to 11c are perspective views of an inner half shell of the hardened

optical fiber connector according to the first embodiment of the present

disclosure;

Fig. 12 is a perspective view of the ferrule stub module, the optical cable

holding module and the protective sleeve, which are assembled together, of

the hardened optical fiber connector according to the first embodiment of the

present disclosure, in which an inner shell is removed;

Figs. 13a to 13b are an assembled perspective view and an exploded

perspective view of an outer housing module of the hardened optical fiber

connector according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 14 is a sectional view of the outer housing module of the hardened optical

fiber connector according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 15 is a perspective view of an outer house of the outer housing module of

the hardened optical fiber connector according to the first embodiment of the

present disclosure;

Fig. 16 is a sectional view of the outer house of the outer housing module of

the hardened optical fiber connector according to the first embodiment of the

present disclosure;

Fig. 17 is a flow diagram of assembling the hardened optical fiber connector

according to the first embodiment of the present disclosure;

Figs. 18 to 24 are perspective views of steps of assembling the hardened

optical fiber connector according to the first embodiment of the present

disclosure;

Fig. 25 is an exploded perspective view of some modules of a hardened optical

fiber connector according to a second embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 26 is a perspective view of an optical cable for the hardened optical fiber

connector according to the second embodiment of the present disclosure;

Fig. 27 is a longitudinal sectional view of the optical cable for the hardened

optical fiber connector according to the second embodiment of the present

disclosure;

Fig. 28 is a perspective view of an optical cable holding module of the hardened

optical fiber connector according to the second embodiment of the present



disclosure;

Fig. 29 is a sectional view of the optical cable holding module of the hardened

optical fiber connector according to the second embodiment of the present

disclosure;

Fig. 30 is a perspective view of the hardened optical fiber connector according

to the second embodiment of the present disclosure; and

Fig. 3 1 is a sectional view of the hardened optical fiber connector according to

the second embodiment of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The present disclosure will be described with reference to the accompanying

drawings, which show a number of embodiments of the present disclosure. It

should be understood, however, the present disclosure can be embodied in

various different ways, and is not limited to the embodiments described below.

Rather, the embodiments described below are intended to make the disclosure

of the present disclosure more complete and fully convey the protection scope

of the present disclosure to those skilled in the art. It should also be understood

that the embodiments disclosed herein can be combined in various manners to

provide more additional embodiments.

It should be understood that like reference signs denote like elements

throughout the drawings. In the drawings, the dimensions of some features can

be modified for clarity.

It should be understood that terminology used herein is for the purpose of

describing particular embodiments, but not intended to limit the present

disclosure. All terms (including technical terms and scientific terms) used

herein have meanings commonly understood by those skilled in the art unless

otherwise defined. For the sake of brevity and/or clarity, well-known functions

or structures may be not described in detail.

As used herein, singular forms "a", "said" and "the" include plural forms, unless

explicitly indicated otherwise. The terms "comprise", "include" and "contain",

as used in the specification, specify the presence of stated feature, but do not

preclude the presence of one or more other features. As used herein, the term

"and/or" includes any and all combinations of one or more of the associated

listed items. As used herein, the phrases "between X and Y" and "between



about X and Y" should be interpreted as including X and Y. As used herein, the

phrase "between about X and Y" means "between about X and about Y", and

as used herein, the phrase "from about X to Y" means "from about X to about

Y".

In the description, when an element is described as located "on" "attached" to,

"connected" to, "coupled" to or "in contact with" another element, etc., the

element can be directly located on, attached to, connected to, coupled to or in

contact with the other element, or there may be an intermediate element. In

contrast, when an element is described as "directly" located "on", "directly

attached" to, "directly connected" to, "directly coupled" to or "in direct contact

with" another element, there will be no intermediate element. In the description,

that one feature is arranged "adjacent" to another feature can mean that the

one feature has a part overlapped with the adjacent feature or a part located

above or below the adjacent feature.

In the description, spatial relation terms such as "upper", "lower", "left", "right",

"front", "rear", "high", "low" and the like can indicate relationship between one

feature and another feature in the drawings. It should be understood that in

addition to orientations shown in the drawings, the spatial relation words also

include different orientations of the device during use or operation. For

example, when the device in the drawings is inverted, a feature previously

described as "below" another feature can be then described as "above" another

feature. The device may be oriented otherwise (rotated 90 degrees or at other

orientation), and relative spatial relation will be correspondingly interpreted in

this case.

The hardened optical fiber connector of the present disclosure is applicable to

various types of optical cables. Referring to Figs. 1a and 1b, the hardened

optical fiber connector 1 according to the first embodiment of the present

disclosure is shown with a flat optical cable as an example. As shown in Figs.

1a and 1b, the hardened optical fiber connector 1 includes a ferrule stub

module 10 , an optical cable holding module 20, an optical fiber protection

module 30, an inner housing module 40 and an outer housing module 50. The

ferrule stub module 10 , the optical cable holding module 20 and the optical fiber

protection module 30 are arranged in the inner housing module 40, and the

inner housing module 40 is arranged in the outer housing module 50. In the



following description, the direction along the length of the hardened optical fiber

connector is referred as a longitudinal direction, and the direction perpendicular

to the longitudinal direction is referred to as a transverse direction.

The ferrule stub module 10 is used to achieve optical connection with an

external network device (not shown). As shown in Figs. 2a, 2b and 3 , the ferrule

stub module 10 includes a hollow body 11 and a ferrule 12 arranged in the body

11. The body 11 can be a connector body having a front end with a plug

interface adapted to be received within a fiber optic adapter. In one example,

the front end of the body 11 can have a plug interface with the form factor of

an SC connector. A rear end of the ferrule 12 is fixed to a hub 13 . A hollow

stopper 14 is detachably fixed to a rear end of the body 11 by means such as

a snap-fit connection, and a spiral spring 15 is compressed between the hub

13 and the stopper 14 . A pre-installed optical fiber 16 is inserted and bonded

into the central hole of the ferrule 12 and extends from the rear end of the

ferrule 12 out of the ferrule stub module 10 . An interesting aspect of the ferrule

stub module 10 is that when the ferrule stub module 10 is assembled, the spring

15 is pre-compressed to a compressed state that coincides with a final

compressed state of the spring 15 after the connector is fully assembled. Thus,

the spring 15 is retained in the pre-compressed state prior to splicing of the

fiber 16 to the fiber 2 1a and prior to the module 10 being incorporated within

the connector 1. The stopper 14 is secured to the rear end of the body 11. The

spring 15 is captured within the body 11 by the stopper 14 and abuts against

the hub 13 mounted on the ferrule 12 to bias the ferrule 12 in a forward

direction. Thus, the spring 15 can be pre-compressed to its final compressed

state by the stopper 14 prior to splicing the fiber 16 to the fiber 2 1a , and the

stopper 14 retains the spring 15 in the final compressed state after the

connector 1 is fully assembled. A dust cap 17 covers a front end of the ferrule

12 to protect the pre-installed optical fiber 16 from pollution.

The optical cable holding module 20 is used for holding an optical drop fiber

2 1a of an optical drop cable 2 1. As shown in Figs. 4 , 5a and 5b, the optical

drop cable 2 1 includes the optical drop fiber 2 1a , reinforcements 2 1c located

on two sides of the optical drop fiber 2 1a , and a sheath 2 1d enclosing the

optical drop fiber 2 1a and the reinforcements 2 1c . In some embodiments, the

optical drop cable 2 1 further includes a fiber sleeve 2 1b surrounding the optical



drop fiber 2 1a .

As shown in Figs. 6 and 7 , the optical cable holding module 20 includes an

optical cable holder 22 fixed to an end of the optical drop cable 2 1 , and a heat

shrink sleeve 23 enclosing a connection portion between the optical cable

holder 22 and the optical drop cable 2 1 . The optical cable holder 22 is a flat

cylinder with a bottom portion at one end, and includes a bottom wall 22a and

a peripheral wall 22b extending longitudinally from the periphery of the bottom

wall 22a. An outer surface of the peripheral wall 22b is provided with a groove

to receive an O-ring 24, for achieving water-proof sealing between the optical

cable holding module 20 and the outer housing module 50. In the center of the

bottom wall 22a, a hole 22e is provided for passing through the optical drop

fiber 2 1a of the optical drop cable 2 1 . As shown in Fig. 7 , a length of the fiber

sleeve 2 1b and sheath 2 1d is stripped off an end of the optical drop cable 2 1 ,

and this end of the optical drop cable 2 1 is inserted into an inner chamber 22f

of the optical cable holder 22 and fixed together with the optical cable holder

22 by adhesive (such as epoxy or the like). In particular, the gap between the

hole 22e and the optical drop fiber 2 1a is filled with an adhesive, so as to fix

the optical drop fiber 2 1a with the optical cable holder 22. The rear portion of

the inner chamber 22f of the optical cable holder 22 accommodates the sheath

2 1d of the optical drop cable 2 1 and the gap therebetween is filled with an

adhesive, so as to fix the sheath 2 1d of the optical drop cable 2 1 with the optical

cable holder 22. The front portion of the inner chamber 22f of the optical cable

holder 22 accommodates the reinforcements 2 1c of the optical drop cable 2 1

and the gap therebetween is filled with an adhesive, so as to fix the

reinforcements 2 1c of the optical drop cable 2 1 with the optical cable holder

22; and the intermediate portion of the inner chamber 22f of the optical cable

holder 22 accommodates the fiber sleeve 2 1b of the optical drop cable 2 1 and

the gap therebetween is filled with an adhesive, so as to fix the fiber sleeve 2 1b

of the optical drop cable 2 1 with the optical cable holder 22. It is important that

both the optical drop fiber 2 1a and the reinforcements 2 1c are secured to the

optical cable holder 22, and then the optical cable holder 22 is secured to the

to the inner housing module 40 which is secured to the outer housing module

50. In this way, tensile or compressive loading from the optical drop cable 2 1

is prevented from being transferred to the pre-installed optical fiber 16 . Instead,



any loading from the reinforcements 2 1c or the optical drop fiber 2 1a is

transferred through the optical cable holder 22 to the main structure of the

hardened optical fiber connector 1 (which in use is typically secured within a

port of an external network device such as terminal) thereby bypassing the pre-

installed optical fiber 16 . Thereafter, the heat shrink sleeve 23 is heated to

shrink on the peripheral wall 22b of the optical cable holder 22 and the sheath

2 1d of the optical drop cable 2 1 , to provide sealing between the optical cable

holder 22 and the optical drop cable 2 1 . As such, a number of structures

provide sealing between the optical drop cable 2 1 and the connector 1 at the

rear end of the connector 1. Adhesive provides sealing between the inside of

the optical cable holder 22 and the optical drop cable 2 1 . The O-ring 24

contacts an interior sealing surface of the outer house module 50 to provide

sealing between an exterior surface of the optical cable holder 22 and the inside

of the outer housing module 50. The heat shrink sleeve 23 can also provide

sealing between the exterior of the optical drop cable 2 1 and the exterior of the

optical cable holder 22. The front end of the optical cable holder 22 is provided

with a recess 22c, in which a projection 22d is disposed around the hole 22e.

The projection 22d is connected to the protective sleeve of the optical fiber

protection module 30, so as to protect the connection portion between the

optical drop fiber 2 1a and the optical cable holder 22.

It should be noted that for different types of cables (such as flat optical cable,

round optical cable, bow-type optical cable and the like), the shapes and sizes

of the applicable optical cable holders 22 can be adjusted according to the

specific cable, but their general structures are substantially the same. The

general structure includes the inner chamber 22f for accommodating the end

of the drop cable 2 1 and the hole 22e at the bottom of the holder 22 for passing

through the optical drop fiber 2 1a , the end of the optical drop cable 2 1 being

fixed with the optical cable holder 22 in the inner chamber 22f thereof by

adhesive.

As shown in Figs. 8 and 9 , the pre-installed optical fiber 16 of the ferrule stub

module 10 and the optical drop fiber 2 1a of the optical cable holding module

20 are connected together by means of splicing, mechanical joining or the like,

and the optical fiber protection module 30 protects the connection portion

therebetween. In one embodiment, the optical fiber protection module 30 is a



protective sleeve, and includes a bonded tube, a reinforcement and a heat

shrink sleeve from inside to outside. As shown in Fig. 9 , the protective sleeve

is fixed to the projection 22d on the front end of the optical cable holder 22 by

adhesive or the like.

As shown in Fig. 10 , the inner housing module 40 (disassembled to facilitate

viewing the interior) is used for accommodating and protecting the ferrule stub

module 10 , the optical cable holding module 20 and the optical fiber protection

module 30 which are connected together. The inner housing module 40

includes an upper half shell 4 1 and a lower half shell 42 which are fitted

together. As shown in Figs. 11a and 11b, the upper half shell 4 1 and the lower

half shell 42 are internally provided with recesses 4 1a and 42a for receiving

the ferrule stub module 10 , recesses 4 1b and 42b for receiving the optical cable

holding module 20, and slots 4 1c and 42c for receiving the optical fiber

protection module 30. Specifically, the recesses 4 1a and 42a accommodate

and fix a rear portion of the body 11 of the ferrule stub module 10 , the recesses

4 1b and 42b accommodate and fix a front portion of the optical cable holder 22

of the optical cable holding module 20, and the slots 4 1c and 42c accommodate

and fix the optical fiber protection module 30. The upper half shell 4 1 and the

lower half shell 42 can be connected together by means of adhesive, snap fit,

positive fit or the like. In one embodiment, the upper half shell 4 1 and the lower

half shell 42 are provided with elastic snap hooks 4 1d and/or 42d and snap

recesses 4 1e and/or 42e for snapping the snap hook 4 1d and/or 42d, to

connect the upper and lower shells 4 1 and 42 together. In addition, the upper

half shell 4 1 and the lower half shell 42 are provided with guide pins 4 1f and/or

42f and guide holes 4 1g and/or 42g for passing through the guide pin 4 1f and/or

42f, to guide the upper and lower shells into place for assembly. As shown in

Fig. 11c , outer surfaces of the upper half shell 4 1 and the lower half shell 42

are provided with protrusions 4 1h and 42h at the front part thereof, for

cooperating with a hole 5 1a (see Figs. 15 and 16) of the outer housing module

50 to fix the inner housing module 40 to the outer housing module 50. The

upper half shell 4 1 and the lower half shell 42 are further provided with ribs 4 1 i

and 42i that slightly bulge from the outer surfaces thereof and extend

longitudinally along the outer surfaces. The ribs 4 1 i and 42i have certain

compressibility, so as to provide close fit between the inner housing module 40



and the outer housing module 50 when the inner housing module 40 is put into

the outer housing module 50. The upper half shell 4 1 and the lower half shell

42 are further provided, at rear ends, with slope portions 4 1j and 42j

cooperating with a corresponding slope portion 5 1b (see Fig. 14) of the outer

housing module 50, which will be described below in detail. In a preferred

embodiment, the upper half shell 4 1 and the lower half shell 42 have the same

structures.

As shown in Fig. 12 , the longitudinal distance between the closest edges of the

recess 4 1a/42a and the recess 4 1b/42b of the inner housing module 40 is L 1 .

As shown in Fig. 9 , after the pre-installed optical fiber 16 of the ferrule stub

module 10 and the optical drop fiber 2 1a of the optical cable holding module

20 are connected together, the total length of the pre-installed optical fiber 16

located outside the ferrule stub module 10 and the optical drop fiber 2 1a located

outside the optical cable holding module 20 is L2. During assembly of the

hardened optical fiber connector 1, the inner housing module 40 should be

selected such that L 1 is smaller than or equal to L2, to ensure the ferrule stub

module 10 and the optical cable holding module 20 can be placed into the inner

housing module 40.

The outer housing module 50 is used for accommodating and protecting the

ferrule stub module 10 , the optical cable holding module 20, the optical fiber

protection module 30 and the inner housing module 40 which are assembled

together. As shown in Figs. 13a and 13b, the outer housing module 50 includes

an outer house 5 1 accommodating the inner housing module 40, and further

includes a nut 52 around the outer house 5 1 , a shroud 53 in threaded

connection with the nut 52, and a stress relief boot 54 connected to a rear part

of the outer house 5 1 . As shown in Figs. 14 to 16 , the outer house 5 1 is

provided with the hole 5 1a at the front part thereof, for cooperation with the

protrusions 4 1h and 42h of the upper half shell 4 1 and the lower half shell 42,

so as to fix the inner housing module 40 to the outer housing module 50. The

rear part of an inner surface of the outer house 5 1 is provided with the slope

portion 5 1b which is in contact cooperation with the slope portions 4 1j and 42j

at the ends of the upper half shell 4 1 and the lower half shell 42. When the drop

cable 2 1 is pulled longitudinally toward the outside of the outer house 5 1 and

thereby the upper half shell 4 1 and the lower half shell 42 are moved outward,



the slope portion 5 1b of the outer housing module 50 applies a transverse

inward force to the slope portions 4 1j and 42j of the upper half shell 4 1 and the

lower half shell 42, so that the upper half shell 4 1 and the lower half shell 42

are fitted to each other more closely. The nut 52 is mounted around and onto

the outer house 5 1 . Before use of the connector 1, the shroud 53 is connected

to the nut 52, for protecting the ferrule stub module 10 from being exposed from

the outer house 5 1 ; and during use of the connector 1, the shroud 53 is

unscrewed from the nut 52, and the nut 52 is connected to the external network

device. For example, the nut 52 can be threaded into an internally threaded

port of the external network device to secure the outer house 5 1 to the external

network device. The port of the network device can be a fiber optic adapter port

having an alignment sleeve having a first end for receiving the body 11 of the

ferrule stub module 10 . The alignment sleeve can provide co-axial alignment

between the body 11 and another ferrule received within an opposite second

end of the alignment sleeve such that an optical connection is made between

the optical fibers secured within the co-axially aligned ferrules. In other

examples, an alternative fastener such as a bayonet type fastener can be used

instead of the nut 52. The stress relief boot 54 is used for protecting the

connection portion between the outer housing module 50 and the optical drop

cable 2 1 , and a front end of the stress relief boot 54 is sleeved on the outer

house 5 1 , and a rear end thereof is sleeved on the sheath 2 1d of the optical

drop cable 2 1 .

An assembly process of the hardened optical fiber connector 1 is introduced

below with reference to Figs. 17 to 24. In step S 100, the ferrule stub module

10 is manufactured in batch by automatic or semi-automatic equipment, as

shown in Fig. 18 . The present disclosure inserts and bonds the pre-installed

optical fiber 16 into the ferrule 12 by adhesive, grinds and polishes end

surfaces of the ferrule stub and the pre-installed optical fiber, and inspects the

pre-installed optical fiber during manufacture of the ferrule stub module 10 .

Flowever, the prior art inserts and bonds the optical drop fiber of the optical

drop cable to the ferrule stub during assembly of the ferrule stub module with

other components of the fiber connector. As the drop cable is very long, it is

difficult to realize high automation for the above processes (inserting, adhesive

curing, grinding and polishing, and inspecting). The modular design of the



ferrule stub module 10 of the present disclosure enables the automation for the

above processes, so as to realize batch production, high efficiency and high

quality. In step S200, the optical cable holding module 20 is manufactured by

automatic or semi-automatic equipment, as shown in Fig. 19 . Corresponding

types of optical cable holders 22 can be selected for different types of optical

cables. In step S300, the pre-installed optical fiber 16 of the ferrule stub module

10 and the optical drop fiber 2 1a of the optical cable holding module 20 are

connected together by means of splicing, mechanical joining or the like. An

optical fiber protection module 30 is arranged around the connection portion

therebetween, and the protection sleeve of the optical fiber protection module

30 is fixed to the projection 22d of the optical cable holder 22, as shown in Fig.

20. In step S400, a rear portion of the ferrule stub module 10 is placed into the

recess 42a of the lower half shell 42 of the inner housing module 40, a front

portion of the optical cable holding module 20 is placed into the recess 42b of

the lower half shell 42, and the optical fiber protection module 30 is placed into

the slot 42c of the lower half shell 42, as shown in Fig. 2 1 . The modular design

of the present disclosure increases the accuracy of cut length of the pre-

installed optical fiber and the optical drop fiber, and thus the fiber length L2

exposed outside keeps substantially stable, minimizing the buckling of the pre-

installed optical fiber 16 and the drop optical fiber 2 1a in the half shells.

Subsequently, the guide pins and the guide holes of the upper half shell 4 1 and

the lower half shell 42 are aligned, and the elastic snap hooks are snapped

onto the snap recesses, thereby assembling the two half shells together, as

shown in Fig. 22. In step S500, the outer house 5 1 of the outer housing module

50 is pushed over the inner housing module 40, until the protrusions 4 1h and

42h of the inner housing module 40 are caught into the hole 5 1a , as shown in

Fig. 23. Then, the nut 52 and the stress relief boot 54 are sleeved on the outer

house 5 1 , and shroud 53 is screwed into the nut 52, thus completing assemble

operation of the hardened optical fiber connector 1, as shown in Fig. 24.

In a preferred embodiment, there is also step S350 between step S300 and

step S400, to select the inner housing module 40 from those of different

specifications. In this step which provides inner housing modules 40 with two

or more lengths L 1 , the total length L2 of the pre-installed optical fiber 16

located outside the ferrule stub module 10 and the optical drop fiber 2 1a located



outside the optical cable holding module 20 is measured by using a measuring

apparatus, for selecting an inner housing module 40 whose L 1 is equal to L2

or smaller than and closest to L2. Then the ferrule stub module 10 , the optical

cable holding module 20 and the optical fiber protection module 30 are installed

into the selected inner housing module 40.

A hardened optical fiber connector 1001 according to a second embodiment of

the present disclosure will be described below with reference to Figs. 25 to 3 1 .

For the hardened optical fiber connector 1001 , identical or similar structures

will be denoted by reference signs for the hardened optical fiber connector 1

plus 1000.

The hardened optical fiber connector 1001 is applicable to an optical drop cable

1021 which is a round optical cable. As shown in Fig. 25 (only an outer house

is shown for an outer housing module), the hardened optical fiber connector

1001 includes a ferrule stub module 10 10 , an optical cable holding module

1020, an optical fiber protection module 1030, an inner housing module 1040

and the outer housing module 1050. The ferrule stub module 10 10 , the optical

cable holding module 1020 and the optical fiber protection module 1030 are

arranged in the inner housing module 1040, and the inner housing module 1040

is arranged in the outer housing module 1050.

As shown in Figs. 26 and 27, the optical drop cable 1021 includes an optical

drop fiber 1021 a , a fiber sheath 1021 e around the optical drop fiber,

reinforcements 1021 c around the fiber sheath 1021 e , and a sheath 1021d

around the reinforcements 1021 c . In an embodiment, the optical drop cable

1021 further includes a fiber sleeve 1021 b around the fiber sheath 1021 e

between the fiber sheath 1021 e and the reinforcement 1021 c . As shown in

Figs. 28 and 29, the optical cable holding module 1020 includes an optical

cable holder 1022 fixed to an end of the optical drop cable 1021 , and a heat

shrink sleeve 1023 enclosing a connection portion between the optical cable

holder 1022 and the drop optical cable 1021 . The optical cable holder 1022 is

a cylinder with a bottom portion at one end, and includes a bottom wall 1022a

and a peripheral wall 1022b extending longitudinally from the periphery of the

bottom wall 1022a. In the center of the bottom wall 1022a, a hole 1022e is

provided for passing through the optical drop fiber 1021 a of the optical drop

cable 1021 . As shown in Fig. 29, a length of the sheath 1021d is stripped off



an end of the optical drop cable 1021 , and this end of the optical drop cable

1021 is inserted into an inner chamber 1022f of the optical cable holder 1022

and fixed together with the optical cable holder 1022 by adhesive (such as

epoxy or the like). In particular, the gap between the hole 1022e and the optical

drop fiber 1021 a is filled with an adhesive, so as to fix the drop optical fiber

1021 a with the optical cable holder 1022; the rear portion of the inner chamber

1022f of the optical cable holder 1022 accommodates the sheath 1021 d of the

optical drop cable 1021 and the gap therebetween is filled with an adhesive, so

as to fix the sheath 1021d of the optical drop cable 1021 with the optical cable

holder 1022; the front portion of the inner chamber 1022f of the optical cable

holder 1022 accommodates the reinforcements 1021 c , the fiber sheath 1021 e

and/or the fiber sleeve 1021 b of the optical drop cable 1021 and the gap

therebetween is filled with an adhesive, so as to fix the reinforcements 1021 c ,

the fiber sheath 1021 e and/or the fiber sleeve 1021 b of the optical drop cable

1021 with the optical cable holder 1022. After the optical drop cable 1021 is

fixed to the optical cable holder 1022, the heat shrink sleeve 1023 is heated to

shrink on the peripheral wall 1022b of the optical cable holder 1022 and the

sheath 1021d of the optical drop cable 1021 , to provide sealing between the

optical cable holder 1022 and the optical drop cable 1021 . As stated above, the

general structure of the optical cable holder 1022 is substantially the same with

that of the optical cable holder 22, and includes the inner chamber 1022f for

accommodating the end of the drop cable 1021 and the hole 1022e at the

bottom of the holder for passing through the optical drop fiber 1021 a , the end

of the optical drop cable 1021 being fixed with the optical cable holder 1022 in

the inner chamber 1022f thereof by adhesive

As shown in Figs. 30 and 3 1 , the ferrule stub module 10 10 , the optical fiber

protection module 1030, the inner housing module 1040 and the outer house

1050 of the hardened optical fiber connector 1001 are substantially similar to

the ferrule stub module 10 , the optical fiber protection module 30, the inner

housing module 40 and the outer house 50 of the hardened optical fiber

connector 1 in structure, and will not be repeated.

As the hardened optical fiber connector 1001 and the hardened optical fiber

connector 1 adopt the same modular structure, the assembly method of the

hardened optical fiber connector 1001 is same as that of the hardened optical



fiber connector 1.

According to the assembly method of the present disclosure, an operator can

connect the optical cable fixed with the optical cable holder to the ferrule stub

module, and uses the inner housing module to stably and firmly retain the

connected components, and then easily push the outer housing module onto

the inner housing module, thus completing the final assembly. For the modular

hardened optical fiber connector of the present disclosure, slight adjustment is

necessary only for the internal structure of the optical cable holder in order to

enable the entire optical fiber connector to be applicable to different types of

optical cables, without adjusting the structure of other components of the

optical fiber connector and the overall assembly process of the optical fiber

connector. That is to say, the optical cable holding assembly has various

internal structures for accommodating different types of optical cables, but has

same interfaces for connection to the main body of the optical fiber connector.

Therefore, for the modular hardened optical fiber connector according to the

present disclosure, the structure and assembly process of the optical fiber

connector are simplified, and an operator with basic training can perform the

assembly, thereby improving the manufacture efficiency, reducing the

manufacture cost, and being applicable to mass production.

Although exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure are described, it

should be understood by those skilled in the art that various modifications and

changes can be made to the exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure

without essentially departing from the spirit and scope of the present

disclosure. Thus, all the modifications and changes are encompassed within

the protection scope of the present disclosure defined by the claims. The

present disclosure is defined by the appended claims, and equivalents of the

claims are also included therein.

Aspects of the Disclosure

Aspect 1. A system for terminating an optical drop cable, the system

comprising:

a cable holder module configured to receive the optical drop cable;

a ferrule stub module configured to carry an optical stub fiber, the ferrule



stub module also including a ferrule and a spring, the ferrule stub module pre-

compressing the spring to bias the ferrule away from the cable holder module;

and

a hardened connector body that mounts about the cable holder module and

the ferrule stub module.

Aspect 2 . The system of aspect 1, wherein the hardened connector body

includes an inner housing and an outer housing that mounts around the inner

housing.

Aspect 3 . The system of aspect 2 , wherein the outer housing includes multiple

pieces that snap around the inner housing.

Aspect 4 . The system of aspect 2 or 3 , wherein the inner housing includes

multiple pieces that are assembled around the cable holder module and the

ferrule stub module.

Aspect 5 . The system of any of aspects 1-4, further comprising a protection

module that extends from the cable holder module towards the ferrule stub

module, the protection module being disposed within the hardened connector

body.

Aspect 6 . The system of any of aspects 1-5, further comprising an optical

stub fiber that extends between a first end and a second end, the first end being

affixed to the ferrule of the ferrule stub module, the second end being spaced

from the ferrule stub module.

Aspect 7 . The system of aspect 6 , further comprising an optical drop cable

including an optical drop fiber and reinforcements, the optical drop fiber

extending through the cable holding module towards the ferrule stub module,

the reinforcements being anchored to the cable holder module.

Aspect 8 . The system of aspect 7 , wherein the optical drop fiber is spliced

to the optical stub fiber.



Aspect 9 . The system of aspect 8 , and preferably aspects 1, 5 , 6 , 7 , and 8 ,

wherein the protection module is mounted about the splice between the optical

drop fiber and the optical stub fiber.

Aspect 10 . The system of any of aspects 1-9, wherein the cable holder

module is a first type of cable holder module and the drop cable is a first type

of drop cable, and wherein the ferrule stub module and hardened connector

body are configured to work with a second type of cable holder module, wherein

the cable holder module of the second type is configured to receive a second

type of drop cable, the second type of drop cable having different

characteristics, such as different diameters and/or different transverse cross-

sectional shapes, than the first type of drop cable.

Aspect 11. A method of terminating optical cables, the method comprising:

determining a size and shape of an optical cable;

selecting a cable holder module configured to receive an optical cable

having the determined size and shape;

anchoring the optical cable to the selected cable holder module;

splicing a fiber of the optical cable to an optical stub fiber that is affixed

to a ferrule stub module that pre-compresses a spring biasing the optical stub

fiber away from the cable holder module; and

mounting a hardened connector body around the cable holder module,

the ferrule stub module, and the optical splice.

Aspect 12 . The method of aspect 11, further comprising mounting a protection

module around the optical splice; and mounting the protection module within

the hardened connector body.

Aspect 13 . The method of aspect 12 , further comprising mounting the

protection module to the cable holder module.

Aspect 14 . The method of aspect 11, wherein mounting a hardened connector

body comprises snapping pieces of an inner body around the cable holder



module and the ferrule stub module to assemble the inner body; and mounting

an outer connector body about the assembled inner body.

Aspect 15 . The method of aspect 14 , wherein mounting an outer connector

body about the assembled inner body comprises sliding the outer connector

body over the assembled inner body until the inner body snap-fits to the outer

connector body.

Aspect 16 . The method of any of aspects 11- 15 , wherein the optical cable is

a flat cable.

Aspect 17 . The method of any of aspects 11- 15 , wherein the optical cable is

a round cable.



CLAIMS

1. A modular hardened optical fiber connector, comprising:

a ferrule stub module which comprises a pre-installed optical fiber;

an optical cable holding module which comprises a optical drop fiber of an

optical drop cable;

an optical fiber protection module which is arranged around a connection

portion between the pre-installed optical fiber and the optical drop fiber;

an inner housing module which accommodates the ferrule stub module, the

optical cable holding module and the optical fiber protection module therein;

and

an outer housing module which accommodates the inner housing module

therein.

2 . The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 1, wherein the

ferrule stub module comprises a hollow body and a ferrule arranged in the body,

and the pre-installed optical fiber is inserted and bonded into the central hole

of the ferrule and extends from a rear end of the ferrule out of the ferrule stub

module.

3 . The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 1, wherein the

optical cable holding module comprises an optical cable holder for holding an

end of the optical drop cable, and a heat shrink sleeve enclosing a connection

portion between the optical cable holder and the optical drop cable.

4 . The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 3 , wherein the

optical cable holder is a cylinder with a bottom portion at one end, which

includes an inner chamber for accommodating the end of the optical drop cable

and a hole at the bottom of the cylinder for passing through the optical drop

fiber.

5 . The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 4 , wherein a gap

between the hole and the optical drop fiber is filled with an adhesive, so as to

fix the optical drop fiber with the optical cable holder.

6 . The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 4 , wherein a rear

portion of the inner chamber accommodates a sheath of the optical drop cable,

and an adhesive is filled therebetween, so as to fix the sheath of the optical



drop cable with the optical cable holder.

7 . The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 6 , wherein the front

portion of the inner chamber accommodates reinforcements of the optical drop

cable and an adhesive is filled therebetween, so as to fix the reinforcements of

the optical drop cable with the optical cable holder.

8 . The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 7 , wherein the

intermediate portion of the inner chamber is located between the rear and front

portions and accommodates a fiber sheath and/or fiber sleeve of the optical

drop cable and an adhesive is filled therebetween, so as to fix the fiber sheath

and/or fiber sleeve of the optical drop cable with the optical cable holder.

9 . The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 6 , wherein the front

portion of the inner chamber accommodates reinforcements, fiber sheath

and/or fiber sleeve of the optical drop cable and an adhesive is filled

therebetween, so as to fix the reinforcements, fiber sheath and/or fiber sleeve

of the optical drop cable with the optical cable holder.

10 . The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 4 , wherein an outer

surface of the cylinder is provided with a groove to receive an O-ring, for

achieving water-proof sealing between the optical cable holding module and

the outer housing module.

11. The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 4 , wherein the heat

shrink sleeve is heated to shrink on the peripheral wall of the cylinder of the

optical cable holder and the sheath of the optical drop cable, to provide sealing

between the optical cable holder and the optical drop cable.

12 . The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 1, wherein the pre-

installed optical fiber of the ferrule stub module and the optical drop fiber of the

optical cable holding module are connected together by means of splicing,

mechanical joining or the like.

13 . The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 1, wherein the

optical fiber protection module comprises a protective sleeve.

14 . The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 13 , wherein the

protective sleeve comprises a bonded tube, a reinforcement and a heat shrink

sleeve from inside to outside.

15 . The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 13 , wherein the

protective sleeve is fixed to a projection at the front end of the optical cable



holding module.

16 . The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 1, wherein the

inner housing module includes an upper half shell and a lower half shell which

are fit together.

17 . The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 16 , wherein the

upper half shell and the lower half shell are internally provided with a first upper

half recess and a first lower half recess for receiving the ferrule stub module, a

second upper half recess and a second lower half recess for receiving the

optical cable holding module, and an upper half slot and a lower half slot for

receiving the optical fiber protection module, respectively.

18 . The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 16 , wherein the

upper half shell and the lower half shell are connected together by means of

adhesive, snap fit, positive fit or the like.

19 . The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 18 , wherein the

upper half shell and the lower half shell are connected together by means of

an elastic snap hook and snap recess structure.

20. The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 16 , wherein the

upper half shell and the lower half shell have the same structures.

2 1 . The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 16 , wherein the

upper half shell and the lower half shell are provided with ribs that slightly bulge

from the outer surfaces thereof and extend longitudinally along the outer

surfaces.

22. The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 17 , wherein both

the longitudinal distance between the closest edges of the first upper half

recess and the second upper half recess of the upper half shell, and the

longitudinal distance between the closest edges of the first lower half recess

and the second lower half recess of the lower half shell are equal to or smaller

than the total length of the pre-installed optical fiber located outside the ferrule

stub module and the optical drop fiber located outside the optical cable holding

module.

23. The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 1, wherein the

outer housing module includes an outer house accommodating the inner

housing module, a nut installed around the outer house onto the outer house,

a shroud in threaded connection with the nut, and a stress relief boot connected



to a rear part of the outer house.

24. The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 23, wherein a hole

is formed at the front part of the outer house; protrusions are provided at the

front parts of the upper half shell and the lower half shell of the inner housing

module; and the hole of the outer house cooperates with the protrusions of the

upper half shell and the lower half shell to fix the inner housing module to the

outer housing module.

25. The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 23, wherein a first

slope portion is provided at the rear part of an inner surface of the outer house,

and second slope portions in contact cooperation with the first slop portion are

provided at rear ends of the upper half shell and the lower half shell.

26. The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 23, wherein the

nut is configured to connect the outer housing module to an external network

device during use of the hardened optical fiber connector.

27. The hardened optical fiber connector according to claim 23, wherein a front

end of the stress relief boot is sleeved on the outer house, and a rear end

thereof is sleeved on the sheath of the optical drop cable, to protect a

connection portion between the outer housing module and the optical drop

cable.

28. The hardened optical fiber connector of any according to claims 1-27,

wherein the optical drop fiber is one of flat optical cable, round optical cable

and bow-type optical cable.

29. A method for assembling the hardened optical fiber connector of any

according to claims 1-28, the method comprising:

providing a ferrule stub module comprising a pre-installed optical fiber;

providing an optical cable holding module comprising an optical drop fiber of

an optical drop cable;

connecting the pre-installed optical fiber of the ferrule stub module and the

optical drop fiber of the optical cable holding module together;

providing an optical fiber protection module around a connection portion

between the pre-installed optical fiber and the optical drop fiber;

placing the ferrule stub module, the optical fiber protection module and the

optical cable holding module into an inner housing module; and

placing the inner housing module into an outer housing module.



30. The method according to claim 29, comprising, in the step of providing an

optical cable holding module, inserting an end of the drop cable into an inner

chamber of an optical cable holder of the optical cable holding module.

3 1 . The method according to claim 30, wherein a gap between a hole of the

optical cable holder and the optical drop fiber is filled with an adhesive, so as

to fix the optical drop fiber with the optical cable holder.

32. The method according to claim 30, wherein a rear portion of the inner

chamber accommodates a sheath of the optical drop cable, and an adhesive is

filled therebetween, so as to fix the sheath of the optical drop cable with the

optical cable holder.

33. The method according to claim 30, wherein a front portion of the inner

chamber accommodates reinforcements of the optical drop cable and an

adhesive is filled therebetween, so as to fix the reinforcements of the optical

drop cable with the optical cable holder.

34. The method according to claim 30, wherein an intermediate portion of the

inner chamber accommodates a fiber sheath and/or fiber sleeve of the optical

drop cable and an adhesive is filled therebetween, so as to fix the fiber sheath

and/or fiber sleeve of the optical drop cable with the optical cable holder.

35. The method according to claim 30, wherein a front portion of the inner

chamber accommodates reinforcements, fiber sheath and/or fiber sleeve of the

optical drop cable and an adhesive is filled therebetween, so as to fix the

reinforcements, fiber sheath and/or fiber sleeve of the optical drop cable with

the optical cable holder.

36. The method according to claim 30, comprising, in the step of providing an

optical fiber protection module around a connection portion between the pre-

installed optical fiber and the optical drop fiber, fixing the optical fiber protection

module to a projection at the front end of the optical cable holder of the optical

cable holding module.

37. The method according to claim 29, comprising, in the step of placing the

ferrule stub module, the optical fiber protection module and the optical cable

holding module into the inner housing module, placing the ferrule stub module,

the optical fiber protection module and the optical cable holding module into a

lower half shell of the inner housing module, and fitting an upper half shell to

the lower half shell.



38. The method according to claim 37, comprising placing the ferrule stub

module, the optical fiber protection module and the optical cable holding

module into a first lower half recess, a lower half slot and a second lower recess

within the lower half shell of the inner housing module, respectively.

39. The method according to claim 38, comprising aligning guide pins and guide

holes of the upper half shell and the lower half shell, and snapping an elastic

snap hooks to snap recesses, thereby fitting the upper half shell and the lower

half shell together.

40. The method according to claim 29, comprising, in the step of placing the

inner housing module into the outer housing module, pushing the outer housing

module onto the inner housing module, until protrusions on outer surfaces of

the upper half shell and the lower half shell of the inner housing module are

caught into holes in the outer house of the outer housing module.

4 1 . The method according to claim 29, comprising, after the step of providing

the optical fiber protection module around the connection portion between the

pre-installed optical fiber and the optical drop fiber, and before the step of

placing the ferrule stub module, the optical fiber protection module and the

optical cable holding module into the inner housing module, selecting the inner

housing module from those of different specifications.

42. The method according to claim 4 1 , comprising measuring the total length

of the pre-installed optical fiber located outside the ferrule stub module and the

optical drop fiber located outside the optical cable holding module, and

selecting the inner housing module such that the longitudinal distance between

closest edges of a first lower half recess and a second lower half recess of the

inner housing module is equal to or smaller than and closest to the total length.

43. A system for terminating an optical drop cable, the system comprising:

a cable holder module configured to receive the optical drop cable;

a ferrule stub module configured to carry an optical stub fiber, the ferrule

stub module also including a ferrule and a spring, the ferrule stub module pre-

compressing the spring to bias the ferrule away from the cable holder module;

and

a hardened connector body that mounts about the cable holder module and

the ferrule stub module.

44. The system of claim 43, wherein the hardened connector body includes



an inner housing and an outer housing that mounts around the inner housing.

45. The system of claim 44, wherein the outer housing includes multiple pieces

that snap around the inner housing.

46. The system of claim 44 or 45, wherein the inner housing includes

multiple pieces that are assembled around the cable holder module and the

ferrule stub module.

47. The system of any of claims 43-46, further comprising a protection

module that extends from the cable holder module towards the ferrule stub

module, the protection module being disposed within the hardened connector

body.

48. The system of any of claims 43-47, further comprising an optical stub

fiber that extends between a first end and a second end, the first end being

affixed to the ferrule of the ferrule stub module, the second end being spaced

from the ferrule stub module.

49. The system of claim 48, further comprising an optical drop cable including

an optical drop fiber and reinforcements, the optical drop fiber extending

through the cable holding module towards the ferrule stub module, the

reinforcements being anchored to the cable holder module.

50. The system of claim 49, wherein the optical drop fiber is spliced to the

optical stub fiber.

5 1 . The system of claim 50, and preferably claims 43, 47, 48, and 48 and

50, wherein the protection module is mounted about the splice between the

optical drop fiber and the optical stub fiber.

52. The system of any of claims 43-51 , wherein the cable holder module is

a first type of cable holder module and the drop cable is a first type of drop

cable, and wherein the ferrule stub module and hardened connector body are

configured to work with a second type of cable holder module, wherein the

cable holder module of the second type is configured to receive a second type

of drop cable, the second type of drop cable having different characteristics,

such as different diameters and/or different transverse cross-sectional shapes,

than the first type of drop cable.

53. A method of terminating optical cables, the method comprising:

determining a size and shape of an optical cable;

selecting a cable holder module configured to receive an optical cable



having the determined size and shape;

anchoring the optical cable to the selected cable holder module;

splicing a fiber of the optical cable to an optical stub fiber that is affixed

to a ferrule stub module that pre-compresses a spring biasing the optical stub

fiber away from the cable holder module; and

mounting a hardened connector body around the cable holder module,

the ferrule stub module, and the optical splice.

54. The method of aspect 53, further comprising mounting a protection module

around the optical splice; and mounting the protection module within the

hardened connector body.

55. The method of claim 54, further comprising mounting the protection

module to the cable holder module.

56. The method of claim 53, wherein mounting a hardened connector body

comprises snapping pieces of an inner body around the cable holder module

and the ferrule stub module to assemble the inner body; and mounting an outer

connector body about the assembled inner body.

57. The method of claim 56, wherein mounting an outer connector body

about the assembled inner body comprises sliding the outer connector body

over the assembled inner body until the inner body snap-fits to the outer

connector body.

58. The method of any of claims 53-57, wherein the optical cable is a flat

cable.

59. The method of any of claims 53-57, wherein the optical cable is a round

cable.
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